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Abstract. In current public transportation of modern cities, the passenger
volume analysis counts the bus passengers in multiple perspectives, and it is
significant to optimize the bus scheduling and evaluate transportation capacity.
On the smart card data of passengers taking buses, traditional solutions have
inherent limitations about long processing delay, inaccuracy result and poor
scalability. In this paper, the spatio-temporal correlation with business restric-
tions is considered, and an effective platform service for passenger volumes
analyses are proposed on massive smart card. Our service has been applied in
practical usage for three types of passenger volume, and holds minute-level
latencies on weekly data with nearly linear scalability in extensive conditions.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, smart cards solutions have been adopted extensively in urban environment,
and generate massive offline historical data [1]. The large data makes it possible for
official governors to achieve intelligent analysis [2]. In public transportation domain,
the passenger volume analysis counts the bus passengers in multiple perspectives. It is
a significant indicator to find hot spots in a city, optimize the bus scheduling, and
evaluate transportation capacity in the intelligent transportation system (ITS) [3].

Traditionally, the smart card data with typical spatio-temporal attributes are stored
in data warehouse or relational database after necessary data cleaning [4, 5], and the
passenger volume is achieved through statistic linear models. Most of those methods
are done by interactive SQL (structural query language) or predefined store procedure
on small data samples [4, 6]. However, it faces inherent limitations on massive spatio-
temporal data. (1) First, the executive latency is intolerable when the involved data size
is huge. With the simplified assumptions, traditional methods on small samples [7] only
achieve short-term predictive values for limited locations [8] (e.g., prediction for given
stations in a periodic five minutes). It suffers long time through database that large
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volume of data has to be centralized loaded and scanned many times during the query
execution. The I/O of such analyses even cost more time than that of computation itself
[9]. As a result, the release of the routine report for passenger volumes is always
delayed in metropolises. (2) Second, the analytical accuracy is low in practice because
the business spatio-temporal correlation has not been fully considered. Traditional
methods always focus on the holistic statistic characteristics to fit the historical
observations, and neglect specific passenger behaviors in temporal or spatial per-
spective. In fact, how to describe those behaviors restricts the accuracy essentially [10].
(3) Third, the analytical scalability during calculation is extremely poor when the data
size increases or the infrastructure updates. In either case, traditional methods have to
pursue higher-level hardware or software in “scale-up” to redeploy the applications
accordingly. It also implies a great deal of financial and man-power expenses.

In this paper, we propose a novel platform service for passenger volume analyses
on massive smart card data. The contributions can be summarized as follows. (1) Three
types of bus passenger volume, getting-on, getting-off and transfer, are defined by
business spatio-temporal characteristics. It is the necessary condition for the accurate
analyses. (2) On massive smart card data, each type of bus passenger volume is
efficiently achieved with horizontal scalability. Modeled as Hadoop MapReduce jobs,
the analyses procedure holds minute-level latencies on weekly data in extensive con-
ditions. (3) Available in a practical project of public transportation domain, our work
has brought benefits due to the visualization of the bus passenger volume.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the background including
motivation and related works. Section 3 elaborates the platform service and the volume
analyses for multiple passenger behaviors. Section 4 quantitatively demonstrates
effects from the experiment and case studies in various conditions. Section 5 sum-
marizes the conclusion.

2 Background

2.1 Motivation and Assumption

Our work was initiated by Passenger Big Data Analysis Platform in Beijing. We
cooperated with E-hualu, one of the leader Chinese companies in intelligent traffic
domain, to deploy a bus scheduling system for more than 30 new night-bus lines in late
2014. The goal of this project is to optimize public transits through Big Data tech-
nologies to alleviate traffic jams, improve air quality, and bring regional integration
with peripheral Tianjin city and Hebei province.

In Beijing until the end of 2015, more than 30 thousand buses of nearly one thousand
lines adopted smart card readers and 44 million cards had been released to citizens,
which would generate 15 thousand records with about tens of gigabyte data daily. Such
data from buses has been accumulated day by day as massive historical data. As the data
unit, a record of smart card data is typical spatio-temporal union, and contains 13
attributes in Table 1 including entities, timestamps and spatial attribute-groups.

The regular business reports for bus service are released from our system to
evaluate the traffic management and passenger guidance in a macroscopic viewpoint.
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For example, in rush hours the early warnings and vehicle dispatching could be made
for certain busy lines due to their too long departure frequency. Traditionally, such
historical data was processed periodically through data warehouse and statistic models
after its capture and storage, but the delay during the analysis is too long to endure. For
instance, such a monthly report of Beijing usually requires more than half a month to
complete. Accordingly, it is required to pursue efficient analyses solution, not only for
optimizing bus departure intervals or passenger on-board time, but also for the better
data management. That is the just motivation of our work.

In this paper, there are two assumptions.
First, a record must contain the timestamps of both getting-on and getting-off. If one

is excluded, it should be inferred by the other one before further processing [11, 12]. In
Beijing, there are two charge kinds due to the smart card readers on buses. One is charged
by travel counts and a card is read once in a trip at the getting-on time of passengers; the
other is charged by travel distances and a card is read twice in a trip at both getting-on and
getting-off times of passengers. All the data in this work was generated from the readers
of the latter type. It is a sound assumption because such charging is popular progres-
sively. For example, according to the official policies, all the buses in Beijing had
updated their readers for distance charging since December 12th 2014.

Second, the fallacious records have been eliminated in advance. Due to the
uncertain conditions of devices or storage, the raw data has two main defects. (1) The
temporal attributes among the records are inconsistent. For example, we do not know
whether 2001-01-01 or 2015-05-31 is the factual date if both values appear in the same
record. (2) The missing or illegal records bring business confusion. For example, a bus
may seem run too much time without any rest if the records in certain time are lost.
Therefore, low data quality is the inevitable obstruct for data analysis [13]. Here, we
employ dedicated data cleaning method [14] on massive spatio-temporal data to
guarantee temporal consistency and semantic legality.

Table 1. The record structure of smart card data.

Attribute Notation Type

card_ID Identity of smart card Entity
line_ID Identity of bus line
bus_ID Identity of bus
begin_time Timestamp of getting-on Time
end_time Timestamp of getting-off
from_station_ID Identity of getting-on station Space
from_station_name Identity of getting-on station
from_station_longitude Longitude of getting-on station
from_station_latitude Latitude of getting-on station
to_station_ID Identity of getting-off station
to_station_name Name of getting-off station
to_station_longitude Longitude of getting-off station
to_station_latitude Latitude of getting-off station
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2.2 Related Work

As a hot topic in public transportation domain, the research about bus passenger
volume can be classified in three categories according to the involved technology.

Database is the widely used technology for bus passenger volume analysis. The
smart card data is maintained in the persistent storage, and the passenger volume is
calculated by interactive SQL or predefined store procedure [4]. Through geographical
database, Long et al. [6] uncovered the passengers’ commuting pattern in Beijing, and
compared their trips with the expensed time and geographical distance in different
perspectives. On GTFS (General Transit Feed Specification) data in database, Tao et al.
[10] demonstrated a multi-step method to examine the spatio-temporal dynamics of
travel behaviors among bus passengers. But those works only concern the limited data
instead of the holistic ones in wider time ranges. It would suffer long processing latency
due to the heavy IO of loading and scan during analytical processing [9].

Statistic model is also adopted for bus passenger volume prediction. In some time
intensive conditions, it can reduce the executive delay dramatically. During the short-
time prediction for passenger volume, such models rely on the characteristic of sam-
ples. On smart card data, Ma et al. [4] built trip probability models of involved stations,
and proposed DBSCAN joint algorithm to identify historical travel patterns and reg-
ularities. Zhou et al. [11] proposed OD (origin-destination) matrix to estimate public
passenger volume in probability view. Zhang et al. [7] proposed a Kalman filter model
to forecast short-term passenger volume on smart card data, vehicle location data and
station video data. The accuracy can hold well, but benefits on limited data samples in
practice. Moreover, as typical time series approaches, all these works above only
exploit time characteristics without spatial consideration. It makes it impossible to
exhaustively evaluate bus passengers’ behaviors.

Big Data technology is popular nowadays especially on large volume data in
scalable Cloud environment [15]. Hadoop ecology has been applied in the trans-
portation domain, with the help of highly utilized virtual resources. Through Hadoop
distributed file system, UrbanCPS [16] and coMobile [17] store data from heteroge-
neous sensors, and predict traffic speeds with human mobility in urban areas. More-
over, in a private Cloud, Xiong’s work [3] integrates the transportation data in multiple
perspectives. Through Hadoop MapReduce on smart card data and bus GPS data,
Zhang et al. [1, 12] analyzed the passenger density to infer crowdedness and evaluate
the vehicle scheduling. With analogous solutions, Wang et al. [18] estimated boarding
stop time and bus arrival time. Moreover, SMARTBUS [19] shows a composite
solution in multiple Hadoop layers. All those works prove their effectiveness in specific
business, but none of them considers bus passenger volume analysis yet.

In brief, on massive data of smart card data, challenges still remain to analyze
passenger volume efficiently. Therefore, we introduce platform service via Big Data
technologies.
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3 Bus Passenger Volume Analyses in the Platform Service

3.1 Methodology

We designed a platform service whose architecture is illustrated as Fig. 1.

The data layer maintains the required data. The basic data is the essential auxiliary
for analyses in the relational database, including locations of station, profile of bus lines
and vehicle id, etc. The business data is the spatio-temporal records captured from the
smart card readers, which would regularly load into the distributed file system after data
cleaning. Compared with the basic data, the business data has much larger size (i.e.,
terabyte vs. megabyte level) with higher updates frequency (i.e., daily vs. monthly).

The processing layer provides run-time environment to calculate business analyses
like bus passenger volumes. Such analyses are built and submitted by domain experts
as calculative jobs, and run as parallel tasks.

The application layer shows the results of business analyses with pre-defined
configurations. The map application visualizes the results in online maps of multiple
perspectives. For bus passenger volumes, the results could be demonstrated in a map as
the granularity of stations, bus lines, and road network. The web console sets the
configurations of the whole service, manages the business analyses, and monitors the
status of each layer.

The infrastructure layer supplies the virtualized resources from a private Cloud.
The resources like computation, storage, and network are accommodated elastically on
demand.

In fact, it is a typical architecture for Big Data analysis in the public transportation
domain, where we focus on the bus passenger volume analyses in this following part.

From Table 1, the smart card data is formally defined first.

Definition 1: Smart card data. The smart card data is generated when a passenger’s
card is read by reader on the bus. A record as the unit can be represented as r = (p, b,
sn, tn, sf, tf). Here, p is a passenger’s card, b is the taking bus, sn (sf) is the getting-on
(getting-off) station, and tn (tf) is the getting-on (getting-off) timestamp at sn (sf).

Fig. 1. The service architecture.
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For any station s 2 S, its passenger volume analyses counts the number of pas-
sengers in any time slot di, where S is the station set. Divided by the fixed interval
length h, di, is the ith time slot of a day. For example, when h = 1 h, |i| = 24,
d0 = [0:00–1:00), d1 = [1:00–2:00), …, d23 = [23:00–24:00); the passenger volume
would be a 24-dimensional vector, whose element is the count in a di at s. In fact, a
passenger must own one of three behaviors at a station: getting-on, getting-off and
transfer. Accordingly, the bus passenger volume can be discussed accordingly.

3.2 Getting-On/Off Behavior and Its Passenger Volume Analysis

The getting-on and getting-off analyses are similar due to the symmetrical behaviors, so
that only the former one would be fully discussed here.

Definition 2. Getting-on (getting-off) passenger volume. The getting-on (getting-off)
passenger volume presented as nPFd

s (fPFd
s ) counts passengers P who get on (off) any

bus at station s in a time slot d(tl, tr). Here, time tr > tl, 9 a record r of smart card data, r.
p 2 P, r.sn = s (r.sf = s), r.tn 2 d (r.tf 2 d). It is achieved periodically with a fixed
interval length h = |d| = tr - tl. Usually, h is set as 30 min, 1 h or 2 h in practice.

Referring certain location (i.e., station) at given time interval (i.e., time slot), those
volumes as an aggregation evaluation reflect the hot degree of that station. The spatio-
temporal continuity of individual passengers is kept in the records, but the moving of
buses is required in the analysis. A certain bus always runs more than one round-trip in
a day, and it is would stop and start at any station in each trip. The time when the bus
started (stopped) brings the passengers’ getting-on (getting-off) behaviors. However,
only some passenger’s times instead of that of buses are kept in the records. Therefore,
the first difficulty comes from the gap of different temporal semantics. As Fig. 2, there
are two trips of a certain bus at a station in a day. The getting-on timestamps of
passengers would be gathered in clusters according to the time of bus start in each trip
(i.e., ts1 and ts2 here).

Therefore, it remains three problems for getting-on (getting-off) passenger volume
analysis: how to discriminate each trip of any bus; how to infer a bus’s stop and start
time at any station; how to sensibly build nPFd

s (fPFd
s ) if waiting period of bus at a

station overlaps two adjacent time slots (e.g., if a bus stopped when te = 8:58 and
started when ts = 9:01, the ridership during [ts, te) overlaps the time slots d7 = [7:00–
8:00) and d8 = [8:00–9:00)).

Fig. 2. The moving of a bus at a station.
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To solve those problems, we observe the characteristics of data, and propose the
following Algorithm 1 with the symbols in definition 1. The algorithm is based the
observations below. For a bus b at station s, a passenger’s getting-on time must be earlier
than b’s start time in a probability larger than 50%; that time of all getting-on passengers
in the same trip must cluster according to b’s start time; in the same trip of b, all those
times must be statistically positive-skewed because the median of those timestamps is
smaller than their mean value. In the line 3–7, getting-on timestamps of different trips are
clustered under auxiliary business conditions. In practice, we employ the empirical
c = 420 (i.e., 7 min), because we have learned from the official documents, a bus of
Beijing spends at least 14 min for a round-trip. In the line 9–13, to infer the start time of
bus b at station s, we have to alleviate the skewness of getting-on timestamps by
logarithm transformation (i.e., function ln()), where EXP(x) = ex. For those positive-
skewed timestamps, their logarithmic values roughly conform to the normal distribution.
Due to the normality knowledge, we know 68% of gi would not larger than mg + sdg.
Therefore, ts defined in line 12 is a sound approximation, because the start time of bus is
larger getting-on timestamps of passengers in a probability more than a half.

Algorithm 1. Bus trips recognition
Input: records of smart card data in a bus ordered by the getting-on timestamp 
Output: trips of the bus b at station s and the bus start time ts in each trip
1 for a record ri
2 b= ri.b; s= ri.sn;
3 if (ri.tn - ri-1. tn) < γ
4 put ri to the same trip with ri-1;
5 else
6 put ri to a new trip;
7 end if
8 end for
9 for a trip of b at s
10 for any ri, gi=ln(ri.tn);
11 on those gi, get their mean mg and standard deviation sdg; 
12 b’s start time ts = EXP (mg + sdg) 
13 end for

Through the Algorithm 1 above, the getting-on passenger volume analysis can be
modeled as a two-step procedure in Fig. 3. Each step can be implemented as a Hadoop
MapReduce job. Here, the vertical left part of either step works as a map task and the
right one is a reduce task; each step requires only one-pass processing on the data.

The first step as the upper part of the Fig. 3 is to achieve the getting-on passenger
volume of every single bus. Here, each record would be extracted by its attributes. The
timestamp of getting-on is divided to date and time. After grouping by the composition
of station id, bus id and date, Algorithm 1 is invoked. As a result, the passenger volume
of each bus are achieved and ordered by the station id. For example, when h is set as
1 h, and a output could be <3, 00028294, 20151208, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 13, 0, 0, 25, 0, 0, 0,
18, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0>. It means the bus 0028294 at station 3 on Dec.8th 2015
had three trips when the counts were 13 in [6:00, 7:00), 25 in [9:00, 10:00) and 18 in
[13:00, 14:00).
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The second step as the lower part of Fig. 3 is to achieve the getting-on passenger
volume of all the buses. In this step, the inputs are achieved from the first step. After
grouping by the composition of station id, bus id and date, the final result is the vector
addition in respective time slot. For example, when h is set as 1 h, and an output could
be <3, 20151208, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 64, 85, 105, 128, 256, 204, 230, 242, 189, 205, 143,
145, 252, 286, 259, 235, 102, 82, 35>. It means the count for station 3 at each time slot
of one hour on Dec.8th 2015.

Here, considering some waiting periods of bus at a station overlap two adjacent time
slots di, di+1, we regard the ridership belongs to either di if ts 2 di or to di+1 if ts 2 di+1. It
is sound because the getting-on behaviors of passengers depend on the start of a bus.

Therefore, all three problems mentioned have been solved. Analogously, the
getting-off passenger volume could be achieved, where the getting-off timestamp (i.e.,
ri.tf) of passengers and the stop time of buses are focused instead. With the similar
logarithm transformation, the inferred bus stop time te = EXP (mg + sdg) with the same
confidence 68%. It is sound because the getting-off timestamps are also positive
skewed and smaller than stop time in a probability more than a half.

Fig. 3. Getting-on passenger volume analysis.
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3.3 Transfer Behavior and Its Passenger Volume Analysis

Then, the third type of passenger volume is discussed.

Definition 3. Transfer passenger volume. The transfer passenger volume presented
as xPFd

s in any time slot d(tl, tr) counts passengers Pwho gets off any bus bj at sf and gets
on another bus bk at sn within a time duration no more than e. Here, time tr > tl, 9 two
records rf, rn of smart card data, rf.p = rn.p 2 P, rf.sf = sf, rn.sn = sn, rf.tf 2 d, rn.tn 2 d. It
is achieved periodically with a fixed interval length h = |d| = tr − tl. Usually, h is set as
30 min, 1 h or 2 h in practice, and the threshold 0 < e < h. The station sf and sn are
either geographical neighbors or the same one.

Referring a location pair (i.e., getting-off and getting-on stations) at given time
duration (i.e., time slots), the transfer passenger volume faces analogous condition as
that of getting-on passenger volume. Because transfer behavior consists of a getting-off
behavior and a successive getting-on one like Fig. 4, it could be achieved directly from
the method in Sect. 3.2. However, it would be inefficient to merge two independent
analyses for integral results. Accordingly, we focus on the dedicated method in this
section.

Algorithm 2. Transfer behaviors recognition and counting
Input: records of smart card data group by passenger
Output: the transfer behavior of each passenger
1 for two successive records ri-1, ri of passenger p
2 ri-1.p = ri.p = p; bf = ri-1.b; bn = ri.b; sf = ri-1.sf; sn = ri.sn; tf = ri-1.tf; tn = ri.tn;
3 if (bf ≠bn) 
4 if (distance (sf, sn) < η) and (tn - tf <= Г)
5 a transfer behavior of p appears at station sn and at the time tn;
6 end if
7 end if
8 end for

Besides the same problems with the getting-on volume analysis, the transfer pas-
senger volume analysis remains other two ones. One is how to define the spatial
neighborhood of any station. The transfer behavior only makes sense at the getting-on
station. The other is how to depict temporal closeness of any passenger for a transfer
between his getting-off behavior and the successive getting-on one. Too long delay
would not appropriately reflect the passengers’ real intention.

Fig. 4. The transfer behaviors of passengers.
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To solve those problems, we propose the Algorithm 2 with the symbols in definition
1. The algorithm to find a transfer behavior is based the definition of spatial neigh-
borhood and temporal closeness in the line 3–5. For a transfer behavior of a passenger,
the getting-off bus must be different with the getting-on one; while the getting-off station
could be same with the getting-on one. Threshold η of spatial neighborhood restricts the
max cartographic distance between two stations, and threshold Г of temporal closeness
implies the longest period duration two behaviors. Here, we regard the count of transfer
behavior as the result at the time tn with the station sn.

Through the Algorithm 2, the transfer passenger volume analysis can be modeled as
two-step procedure in Fig. 5. Each step can be implemented as a Hadoop MapReduce
job. Here, the vertical left part of either step works as a map task and the right one is a
reduce task; each of which requires only one-pass processing on the data.

The first step as the upper part of the Fig. 5 is to find the transfer behaviors of
passengers. Here, each record would be extracted by its attributes. The timestamp of
either getting-on and or getting-off is divided to date and time. The date of getting-on
and getting-off are identical. After grouping by the composition of card id and date, the
algorithm 2 is i. The thresholds could be set empirically: η = 1000 m and Г = 20 min.
It comes from the facts in the official documents: in Beijing for a bus transfer, 95%
passengers expect to wait less than 20 min; only 16% passengers would endure to walk

Fig. 5. Transfer passenger volume analysis.
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more than 1000 m to the next getting-on station. As a result, if h is 1 h, an output could
be <3, 00000370A80456014EBE774FE6D150C1, 20151208, 8, 1>. It means a pas-
senger using that card had a transfer behavior at station 3 at the 8th time slot, i.e., [7:00,
8:00) on Dec.8th 2015.

The second step as the lower part of Fig. 5 is to achieve the transfer passenger
volumes of all the passengers. In this step, the inputs are achieved from the first
step. After grouping by the composition of station id and date, the final result is the
vector addition in respective time slots. For example, if h is set as 1 h, a output could be
<3, 20151208, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 26, 52, 75, 82, 126, 124, 123, 130, 98, 105, 93, 75, 82, 96,
89, 75, 82, 68, 23>. It shows the transfer passenger volume at station 3 in 24 time slots
on Dec.8th 2015.

4 Evaluations

4.1 Settings

The executive performance and practical effects are evaluated respectively by extensive
experiments and case studies in this section.

In our private Cloud as the service infrastructure layer, four Acer AR580 F2 rack
servers via Citrix XenServer 6.2 are utilized in the infrastructure layer, each of which
own 8 processors (Intel Xeon E5-4607 2.20 GHz), 64 GB RAM and 80 TB storage.
Six virtual machines are used to build our platform service, each of which owns 4 cores
CPU, 4 GB RAM and 1.2 TB storage with CentOS 6.6 x86_64 operating system. As
the Fig. 1, the data layer consists of MySQL 5.1 and HDFS; the processing layer is the
customized Hadoop MapReduce 2.6.0; the application layer would be further exploited
in the Sect. 4.3.

We employ the smart card data of Beijing on eight days in 2013, which contains
24263142 records on 7349 buses of 233 lines involving 3581 stations. All the data was
generated from the readers charging by travel distance, and each record contains 13
attributes as Table 1. The data has been cleaned in advance through dedicated method
[14], and has been divided into eight parts by the original dates as the experiment
inputs.

To analyze the passenger volume, two different methods have been implemented in
our platform service for comparison. One is our method termed as BD (Big Data). The
counterpart is a statistic estimation [11] termed as ODE (Origin-destination Estimation)
in the current productive environment.

4.2 Experiments

We evaluate the performance of two methods to analyze passenger volume in the
experiments below.

Experiment 1. The data of different size is used as the input. The getting-on and
transfer passenger volume are executed through both BD and ODE, and note their
average executive times in each condition. The result is showed as Fig. 6 where the left
is the getting-on passenger volume analysis and the right is the transfer one.
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When the input size increases, the executive time of both methods rises, but ODE
has much longer time than BD in two orders of magnitude for either analysis. In
average, the input record size of one day is about 1 million. The executive time through
ODE grows sharply when the input is more than 5 million, while that of BD rises
almost linearly. On the input of 3-day data, BD costs minute-level time, while the ODE
requires more than 5 h. The lower latency of BD comes from the parallel execution of
two-step procedure in either passenger volume analysis. But through ODE, the analysis
requires multiple passes to sort data, and has to run on a single machine without
parallelism. As a result, ODE only suits small size data, while BD has much lower
latencies on massive data.

In the following parts, only BD is evaluated for its efficiency and scalability.

Experiment 2. The data of one day is appended to the input in each test, and the
executive times for getting-on passenger volume analysis through BD are noted. For
the comparison on each input size, the interval length h is set as 10-min, 1-h and 4-h
respectively. The result is presented in Fig. 7(a). The average executive time on fixed
one million records in each test can be deduced as Fig. 7(b).

The getting-on analysis through BD method is proved scalable on the increasing
data. On the one hand, when input scales at any interval length, the increment of
executive time surpasses the linearity. In Fig. 7(a), the time is kept minute-level and not

Fig. 6. The passenger volume analyses through two methods

Fig. 7. The getting-on passenger volume analyses at 3 intervals on 8 inputs.
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doubled even when the input size grows eight folds. That trend can be demonstrated
clearly in another perspective of Fig. 7(b), where the average executive time on fixed
input size declines to the steadiness about 10 s. It shows that the processing capacity of
BD method is stable and horizontally scalable. On the other hand, on the input of the
same size, the executive time varies by interval lengths. The longer interval length
implies lower latencies, because our analysis relies on the interval length: shorter
interval length implies more dimensions in result vector due to definition 2, and
requires more calculation delay. It is interesting that when input scales, the capacity on
fixed size converges at any interval length like Fig. 7(b), which also proves its hori-
zontal scalability.

In a similar way, the transfer passenger volume analysis is evaluated next.

Experiment 3. The data of one day is appended to the input in each test, and the
executive times for transfer passenger volume analysis through BD method are noted.
For the comparison on each input size, the interval length h is set as 10-min, 1-h and 4-
h respectively. The result is presented in Fig. 8(a). The average executive time on fixed
one million records in each test can be deduced as Fig. 8(b).

The transfer analysis through BD method is also proved scalable on the increasing
data. On the one hand, when input scales at any interval length setting, the executive
time of the analysis keeps steadily. In Fig. 8(a), that time fluctuates between one and
four minutes even when the input grows eight folds. Compared with that of getting-on
analysis, the execution here is relatively faster, because transfer behavior appears much
fewer than getting-on and requires lesser time. As Fig. 8(b), the executive time on fixed
input size declines to a steadiness about less than 10 s. The same value with that of
getting-on analysis shows the scalable capacity of BD method again. On the other
hand, on the input of the same size, the executive time has little difference at three
interval lengths setting because the intermediate results in the experiment are too small
to manifest their variance. The capacity on fixed input size also converges at any
interval length when input scales as Fig. 8(b), which proves its scalability either.

With the three experiments above, our analysis in platform service proves minute-
level latencies on weekly historical data with horizontal scalability.

Fig. 8. The transfer passenger volume analyses at 3 intervals on 8 inputs.
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4.3 Case Studies

We evaluate the practical effects in the application layer of service by case studies next.
The getting-on passenger volume is exhibited first.

Case 1. The jobs of getting-on passenger volume are submitted successively to web
console to execute. After their completion, the visual results are available in map
application. As an example, when a station named Beijing West Railway Station is
selected in the map, the profile emerges including id, name and GPS location, and the
hyperlink of getting-on passenger volume is also enabled in a pop-up window.

The analysis jobs are governed full life-cycle in our service via the web console. In
this case as the Fig. 9(a), the second job of the getting-on passenger volume analysis is
being submitted to the console. After the code package has been uploaded, the console
would check source code to assist the job configuration (e.g., the executive entrance
from the candidate Java main classes is auto-prompting), and then assigns to the
processing layer. For any station, the passenger volume would be visualized in the map
application. As In this case as the Fig. 9(b), the station Beijing West Railway Station is
a transportation hub and close to a railway station. Some buses are in 7 * 24 h service
around there, and most bus passengers go there to take trains. The getting-on passenger
volume of this station would display in the map at all the time slots in a given day at
one hour interval by default.

Moreover, the synthetic views can be generated in our platform service. In this case,
such a view as the Fig. 9(c) demonstrates the comparison of getting-on passenger
volume on three successive days. We found the result on any of three days keeps
steadily high since 8:00 to 19:00 just when the trains are usually busy. All those exactly
match the real situations from the local official statistics.

Next, the effects of transfer passenger volume are evaluated in another case.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 9. The getting-on passenger volume of station Beijing West Railway Station.
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Case 2. The jobs of transfer passenger volume analysis are submitted successively to
web console. After their completion, the visual results are available in map application.
As an example, when a station named Chinese Academy of Agricultural Science is
selected in the map, the profile emerges, and the hyperlink of transfer passenger volume
is also enabled in a pop-up window.

The jobs’ status is available in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) format in our
service and also visualized in web console. In this case as Fig. 10(a), the newly sub-
mitted jobs are noted as successfully completed in a history table. Even during the jobs’
run-time, the console provides graphical interface to suspend or kill them. In this case
as the Fig. 10(b), the station Chinese Academy of Agricultural Science lies in a junction
of three trunk roads where more than 12 bus lines pass-by around two adjacent stations.
It also can reach to two subway stations within 800 m. Therefore, many bus passengers
go there for a transfer. The transfer passenger volume would display in the map at all
the time slots in a day at one hour interval by default.

Moreover, a synthetic view as the Fig. 10(c) is generated in the platform service to
compare two kinds of passenger volume on a given date March 4th. We found the value
of transfer volume is about 1/8-1/5 than that of getting-on and owns the same rush
hours. It reflects the fact that transfer behavior is much smaller than getting-on one but
shares the similar temporal trends. In either type of passenger volume in this workday,
we can find the morning rush hours are from 7:00 to 9:00 and evening ones are from
17:00 to 20:00. All those exactly match the traffic report published by Beijing Traffic
Commission.

With the two case studies above, our method achieves convenient effects and
effective results in practical situations.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Two kinds of passenger volume of station Chinese Academy of Agricultural Science.
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5 Conclusion

In public transportation domain, we propose a novel platform service to analyze
multiple passenger volumes on massive smart card data. For any analysis, our service
can hold minute-level latency on historical weekly data and keep nearly linear scala-
bility in extensive conditions. It also shows practical effects and exact results in
authentic cases. In the future, we would introduce more domain analyses in our service,
such as bus arrive time prediction at given station and bus transit speeds prediction
between two directly adjacent stations.
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